SETTING UP THE SOFT DIP ON THE MULTI VIDEO SYSTEM

1. TURN POWER ON.

2. PUSH THE TEST BUTTON INSIDE THE CABINET.

3. THE FOLLOWING SCREEN WILL APPEAR.

MOVE LEFT JOYSTICK UP/DOWN TO MOVE THE POINTER TO "SETTING UP THE SOFT DIP". PRESS "A" BUTTON TO SET.

    HARDWARE TEST
    SETTING UP THE HARD DIP

    SETTING UP THE SOFT DIP
    BOOKKEEPING
    SETTING UP THE CODE NUMBER
    SETTING UP THE CALENDAR
    EXIT

THE FOLLOWING SCREEN WILL BE DISPLAYED.

    CABINET SET UP
    SLOT 1 (GAME TITLE)
    SLOT 2 (GAME TITLE)
    SLOT 3 (GAME TITLE)
    SLOT 4 (GAME TITLE)
    SLOT 5 (GAME TITLE)
    SLOT 6 (GAME TITLE)

4. SELECT THE GAME TITLE YOU WANT AND PRESS "A" BUTTON TO VIEW THE SOFT DIP SETTING OF EACH INDIVIDUAL GAME.
<How to Change Settings>

1. Move the joystick up and down to match the cursor to the item you want to adjust.
2. Push the A button and proceed in the stated order to adjust settings.

   * Moving the joystick further downward from the "COMMAND" item on page one will allow you to enter page two.
   * Moving the joystick further upward from the "FLASH" item on page two will return you to page one.
   "COUNTRY" and "LANGUAGE" items are not displayed on Japanese and American models.

<Game Settings>

[DIFICULTY] Changes game difficulty to 1 of 8 levels.
LEVEL1→LEVEL2→LEVEL3→LEVEL4→LEVEL5→LEVEL6→LEVEL7→LEVEL8

[PLAY MANUAL] Determines whether the “How to Play” demo is shown at the start of the game.
ON→OFF

[DEMO SOUND] Determines whether sound is played during game demos.
ON→OFF

[CREDIT/LEVEL] Determines whether the credit and level displays are shown.
OFF/OFF→OFF/ON→ON/ON/OFF→ON

[PLAY TIME] Sets the countdown speed for the time limit in five speed levels.
SLOW→LITTLE SLOW→NORMAL→LITTLE FAST→FAST

[COMMAND] Sets whether or not combination attack buttons are displayed.
ON→OFF

[FLASH] Determines whether "screen flashes" are shown during game play.
ON→OFF

[COUNTRY] Allows cabinet settings to be made on US cabinets and those of other countries. (*1)
USA→OTHERS

[LANGUAGE] Allows the display of game messages in 1 of 3 languages. (*2)
ENGLISH→SPANISH→JAPANESE